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~ created through words. And each of these three Qualities
is important. Even in the sifting out of selected aspect%
words have a way of being dictators. The poet may be
single-minded in the effort to convey a particular ex-
perience as a whole, and yet the words, the self-effacing
words that he finds most apt, reveal to him that only
certain of its elements can be fused into the whole which
he is creating. It is impossible to say why this is so: it is
impossible to say exactly how the subtleties of sound
(which exercise individual power even in the simplest
language) condition this total unity. But that it does so
happen is beyond all doubt.
If we say, then, that sam poems are a * communication*'
of the poet's experience, we must add a proviso that the
correspondence is always imperfect. The term is apt to
insinuate the false idea that a perfect poem would be the
perfect expression of (i.e. wrould perfectly correspond
with) an unformulated experience existing independently
in the poet's mind. There is, in fact, little excuse for
speaking of communication in the sense we have been
discussing, since there is another term applicable to all
poems alike with equal accuracy and entire sufficiency,
viz. the term 'creation*.
I say in my definition that the poet creates both for
himself and potentially for others. The creation Tor him-
self* is alone sufficient to constitute Mm a poet: but, since
words are common to all men, he creates for others &$
well, unless he suppresses what he writes or cannot
any readers. The poem, then, is a communication in, tfoa >
sense that it creates an experience for reader a$ well«'
for poet, but even here it does not make common1 one/awl;

